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Chapter 6
Price Adjustment in Monopolistic
Competition
6.1

Introduction

There is a long-standing and still unanswered question in the theory of general equilibrium: how does the economy get to an equilibrium? The best-known adjustment process
is the tâtonnement process, which was discussed in Chapter 2. There we saw that the
tâtonnement process need not converge to an equilibrium price vector and indeed this
process allows for all kinds of complicated dynamical behaviour. Furthermore some undesirable features of the tâtonnement process were discussed: the absence of trade at
disequilibrium prices and the problem of price-setting. With respect to the latter, it was
suggested that a more realistic model of price adjustment would require that economic
agents themselves, instead of an abstract institution such as the auctioneer would set
prices.1 This issue is explored further in the present chapter. This chapter reviews some
simple adjustment processes in partial equilibrium models of monopolistic competition.
These models may serve as a first (admittedly small) step in the direction of a more
satisfactory theory of price adjustment in general equilibrium models.
We are interested in the following type of model. Each commodity is manufactured
by a single firm. These firms have incomplete information in the following sense: they
do not know the demand for the commodity they produce and they assume that demand
only depends upon the price of that commodity, that is, they do not take into account
the interdependence with the prices of other commodities. Every individual firm acts
1

Notice that the same argument holds for Cournot-type models (as the one studied in Chapter 5),

where firms compete in quantities and where it is unclear how market clearing prices emerge.
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as if it is a monopolist for the commodity it produces. Then a learning dynamics of
the following type arises. In each period each firm estimates a demand curve for the
commodity. This perceived demand curve leads to a (perceived) optimal price which in
turn leads to more information on the demand curve, leading to a new optimal price,
and so on. Notice that the demand curves are in general misspecified, since they do not
incorporate information on prices for other products, that is, they believe the rest of the
economy is constant. Furthermore, the functional specification might be wrong, when
firms, for example, estimate demand curves that are linear in the own price, whereas
the true demand curves might be nonlinear in the own price. We study the convergence
properties of these learning processes. Two types of learning models are considered in
particular. They differ in the information that is used to estimate the demand curves.
These two types of learning models are by no means the only possible models of learning,
but they seem to be interesting benchmark cases.
In the short memory model only local information is used and learning proceeds as
follows. When a firm sets a price it observes the amount it could have sold at that price
and it observes the sensitivity of the demand curve with respect to small variations in
that price, that is, it knows the derivative of the demand curve at the price it sets (it
might observe this sensitivity through small market experiments for example). On the
basis of this information a linear demand curve is estimated and a new optimal price is
determined. In the next period, information about sales and the slope of the demand
curve at the new price is gathered and this information gives a new estimated demand
curve, and so on.
The long memory learning process we discuss has been studied by Kirman (1975,
1983) and is based on the following idea. Again firms collect information on price and
quantity combinations from their perceived demand curve. In this case they do not know
the sensitivity of the demand with respect to the own price, but they use all previous
information to estimate a demand function. Firms use a recursive ordinary least squares
algorithm to estimate this demand curve. Then there seems to be convergence on a socalled conjectural equilibrium. Convergence of these kinds of learning processes in a more
general framework has been shown by Schinkel, Tuinstra and Vermeulen (1999).
A next step in the analysis would be to incorporate these learning processes into a
general equilibrium framework and eventually allow for trade at disequilibrium prices.
This is left for future research. We want to mention one important point here briefly:
is it reasonable to assume that agents act as monopolists? This appears to be a less
severe restriction in a general equilibrium model where, for example, each sector can be
represented by a single firm that acts monopolistically (see Nikaido (1975)) than in a par-
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tial equilibrium model where this monopolistic behaviour is on the level of differentiated
commodities, where there is more mutual dependency between the demand curves for the
different commodities.
The outline for the rest of this chapter is as follows. In Section 6.2 we discuss the partial
equilibrium model and some well-known adjustment processes are reviewed. Section 6.3
is devoted to the adjustment process in a partial equilibrium model, where firms know the
derivative of the demand functions for any price they quote. Section 6.4 deals with the
long-memory learning process of Kirman. Section 6.5 summarizes. Most of the results
discussed in this chapter, except for the short run learning process in Section 6.3, are
known. This chapter should therefore mainly be seen as an overview of the literature on
price adjustment processes in models of monopolistic competition.

6.2

A partial equilibrium model

We consider a partial equilibrium model with heterogeneous commodities and imperfect
competition. Let there be n firms, where each firm produces its own unique commodity
and is the sole supplier of that commodity. The costs of making this product for firm i
are given by a nonnegative, continuous, nondecreasing and twice differentiable function
Ci : ïït+ —* M+. Let p = (pi,... ,pn) € .R" be a price vector, where pt is the price for
the i'th commodity. Occasionally we write the price vector as (p;,p_;), where p_; =
(pi,... ,Pi-i,Pi+i • • • ,pn) • The demand for commodity i depends upon the prices of all
commodities and is given by a demand function D' : iR" —» IR+, which is assumed to
be nonnegative, continuous and twice differentiable in all its arguments, whenever it is
strictly positive. First and second order derivatives of the demand functions are denoted
by Z?j (p) = dDg^p' and D^ (p) = ad D'£p'. We assume demand is nonincreasing in the
own price (D\ (p) < 0) and that £)J (p) and D\ (p) have the same sign. If £>*• (p) and
Df (p) are positive we call commodities i and j substitutes, if they are negative, we call
them complements. Each firm chooses its own price in order to maximize profits, which
are given by
TTi (Pi, p-i) = pp

(p) - d (£>' (p)) .

(6.1)

We can then define a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium as follows.
Definition 6.1 A price vector p* = (pi,... ,p*) is a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium if f or
each i = 1,... , n we have
*i (Pi.P-i) > Tt (Pi.Pti) f°r

all

Pi-
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The idea underlying this equilibrium concept is that, given that all firms charge the
Bertrand-Nash price, no firm can increase its profit unilaterally by deviating from this
price level. Average payoff can be increased though, if firms cooperate and therefore the
equilibrium will in general not be Pareto optimal with respect to firms. An alternative
formulation of the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium is in terms of the reaction curves. The
reaction curve for firm i gives the price that maximizes his profit, given the prices set by
the other firms, that is, this reaction curve is given by
Rl (P-i) = argmaxTT (pi,p_i).
Pi

A Bertrand-Nash equilibrium then corresponds to a fixed point of the map
/ Rl ( P - I ) \
R(p) =

\ß"(P-»)j
To guarantee the existence of a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium we have to assume quasiconcavity of the profit functions, a condition which cannot be derived from assumptions
on the fundamentals of the economy, such as preferences, endowments or technology. In
particular, as can be seen by differentiating (6.1) twice, this requires the demand function
not to be too convex. However, it is well known (see e.g. Sonnenschein (1973)) that
demand functions can take almost any form and still be consistent with utility maximization. As was pointed out in an influential paper by Roberts and Sonnenschein (1977),
lack of quasiconcavity of the profit functions may cause the reaction curves to exhibit
discontinuities, possibly leading to nonexistence of the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium (nonpathological and robust examples can be found in e.g. Roberts and Sonnenschein (1977),
Friedman (1983), Novshek (1985) and Bonanno (1988)).
A way out of this problem would be to consider equilibria along the lines of Bonanno
and Zeeman (1985) and Bonanno (1988). They consider price setting oligopolies where all
agents have constant marginal costs, that is d (xi) = c ^ . Bonanno and Zeeman (1985)
consider the case where producers only focus on the first order conditions for an optimum,
that is, a price vector p* ='(pj,... ,p*) is called an equilibrium when
d-ïïiV (p*)
' P ; = 0,
dpi

for all i.

v(6.2)

'

Bonanno and Zeeman show that under some very mild conditions, such an equilibrium
always exists. At such an equilibrium it is however possible that some producer is at a
local minimum of his profit function. It is somewhat peculiar to call such a situation an
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equilibrium since all firms disregard second order conditions, but it can be defended on
the grounds that if the producers think they face a linear demand curve, they believe
they are at the global maximum of their profit function whenever the first order condition
is satisfied. Bonanno (1988) defines a local Bertrand-Nash equilibrium as a price vector
p* = (pi,... ,p*) for which, besides (6.2) the second order condition for a local maximum
is satisfied, that is,
d

\ ( 2 P,) < 0, for alii.
(6.3)
dpf
At such a local Bertrand-Nash equilibrium no producer can improve his profit by deviating
to a price in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium price. A sufficient condition for such
a local Bertrand-Nash equilibrium to exist is that D%H (p) ^ 2D1 (p) /{jpi — c,)2 for all i
and p at which demand is positive. This condition implies that the first and second order
derivative of the profit function never vanish together, which excludes the case that a
local minimum and a local maximum of the profit function merge.

6.2.1

Best-reply dynamics

We are interested in how the firms might coordinate on a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium.
There is a large literature analyzing the stability of the best-reply dynamics in the homogeneous Cournot oligopoly model. In the homogeneous Cournot oligopoly model there
is just one commodity and therefore one price. This price is the market clearing price
and is determined by the total output supplied by the firms. Notice that for the Cournot
model, just as for the general equilibrium model, it is unclear how this market clearing
price emerges. The underlying idea of the best-reply dynamics is the following. Each
individual firm assumes the outputs of the other firms to remain unchanged. It then
produces the amount which, given these fixed quantities of its competitors, maximizes
its profit. That is, it produces the amount specified by its reaction curve. Each firm
therefore has full information with respect to its environment, that is, it knows the inverse demand function and previous actions of its competitors, but it has to predict the
amount that its competitors will produce in the current period. The study of the stability
of the homogeneous Cournot oligopoly model in modern times2 started with Theocharis
(1959), who showed that given a linear inverse demand function and constant marginal
costs, the Cournot-Nash equilibrium is stable if there are only 2 firms, but that bounded
oscillations occur when n = 3 and that for n > 3 quantities diverge.3 This result provoked
2

These best-reply dynamics were for the first time mentioned by Cournot himself (Cournot (1838)).
Recall that we studied a Cournot model with n = 2 and a linear inverse demand function in Chapter
5. The Cournot-Nash equilibrium was ustable under the best-reply dynamics. This instability was due
3
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a number of other papers on the stability of the best-reply dynamics for the homogenous
Cournot oligopoly model. Here we briefly discuss the well-known papers by Fisher (1961)
and Hahn (1962).
Fisher (1961) extends the model of Theocharis in two directions: he considers a
quadratic cost function which implies that marginal costs might be decreasing and he
introduces a gradual adjustment to the best-reply quantity. He then shows that speeds of
adjustment matter in this model. Furthermore, considering the continuous (limit) version
of the model he shows that, provided that the slope of the linear inverse demand function
is lower than the slope of the marginal cost function (which is positive if the cost function
is convex), this continuous adjustment process is stable. Then, for speeds of adjustment
sufficiently low, the discrete adjustment process is also stable. It remains however true
that an increase in the number of firms might destabilize the best-reply dynamics. Similar
results were obtained by McManus and Quandt (1961).
Hahn (1962) considers the global stability of the continuous adjustment process by
using the theory on Lyapunov functions. Hahn considers a general specification of the
Cournot oligopoly model and shows that the continuous best-reply dynamics are globally
stable under the following two conditions: i) the slope of the inverse demand function
has to be smaller than the slope of the marginal cost function for any producer (which
is the condition derived by Fisher (1961)) and ii) marginal revenue of each firm should
fall, if total output (given output of this firm) increases.4 However, al-Nowaihi and Levine
(1985) show that there is an error in Hahn's proof and claim that his results are only valid
when the number of firms is less than 6. Seade (1980) argues that Hahn's second condition
is rather severe and shows that, if it does not hold, instability is a general feature of the
continuous adjustment process.
The literature discussed above deals with the homogeneous Cournot model. Here we
will briefly describe analogous results for the best-reply dynamics in the heterogeneous
Bertrand oligopoly model set out above. We assume reaction curves are continuous and
differentiable and a (not necessarily unique) Bertrand-Nash equilibrium p* exists. The
instantaneous best-reply dynamics are given by
/ pM+1 \

( R1 (p_ M ) \
(6.4)

\ Pn,t+l J

n

\ R (p_n]i) j

These best-reply dynamics constitute an n—dimensional dynamical system.
to the fact that marginal costs were decreasing for that example.
4
That is, if p(X) is the inverse demand function where X = X\ -f . . . + x n , then we must have
p' (X) + xiP" (X) < 0, for all i and all X.
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Proposition 6.1 The Bertrand-Nash equilibrium p* is locally stable under the instanteneous best-reply dynamics (6.4) if
d2ni (p')

dV (P*)
dpi

for all i.

dpidpj

(6.5)

Proof. The equilibrium p* is locally stable if the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
of (6.4) evaluated at p* lie in the unit circle. This Jacobian matrix is
o

R\{PU)

R\ {pU)

0

RI(PU)

<(p-l)

\

RI(PU)
0

\RUP-U)

K-1 ( P V D )

K-i (P-

W(PU)

0

where R'j (p_,) = d QP~1' • Now we use the following result on matrices to derive a
sufficient condition for local stability (see e.g, Atkinson (1989)). Let ||-|| be a matrix
norm and let ||-||„ be a vector norm compatible with ||-||, i.e. HAxl^ < ||A||||x||„.
Let A be an eigenvalue of the matrix A with corresponding eigenvector x. By the
definition of a norm we have ||Ax||„ = ||Ax||„ = |A| ||x||„. Combining these two gives
|A| llxll,, < ||A|| ||x||„ =>• |A| < ||A||. So the largest eigenvalue of A is always smaller,
in absolute value, than the norm of A. Now consider the maximum row sum norm
IIAHQJ, = maxj X™=i |Ay|, i.e. the largest row sum of absolute values of elements of
A. The vector norm ||x|| = max, |x;| is compatible with this matrix norm. A sufficient
condition for the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium to be locally stable under the best-reply
dynamics then becomes £]™=1 \^j (P->)|
i

a7T i (fl (p- i ),p- i )

<

1 f° r a ^ *• R' (P-») *s implicitly defined by

_

= 0. Totally differentiating this equation with respect to Pj and solving for
iß (p.,) = A dpji l gives
dp.

d^i

^•(P-i)
The condition YTi=\ \R) (P-i)|

<

dpidpj f

1 then

Decomes

'9V(P)
dpf

(6.6)

equivalent with (6.5)

For the case of linear cost functions, that is C, (xi) = CtXi, the first order condition for
an optimum is

(P;-ci)Dii(p*)

+ Di(p*) = 0,

foralU.

(6.7)
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Condition (6.5) then becomes

\2D\ (p*) + (p* -

Ci)

Di (p')| > J2 \D) (p*) + (pi - «) Dij (p*)l •

Using (6.7) this reduces to
£>;(p«)£)î(p*)-£> i (p')Z3| J -(p*)
öl (p*)

2[Di(p*)Y-Di{p*)Diii(pm)
Ö5(P*)

If condition (6.5) holds not only at the equilibrium, but at any price vector p, the
equilibrium p* is unique and globally stable (Friedman (1977)). It suffices to show that
the mapping R(p) is a contraction, that is, ||R(p) - R(q)|| < ||p - q|| for all p and q,
since it is well-known that a contraction has a unique and globally stable fixed point. The
desired result is then given by the fact that R(p) is a contraction if X)"=i \R) (P-«)| < 1
for all i and all p. Notice that this condition is far more demanding than the condition
for local stability, since it has to be satisfied at every price vector.
For the sake of completeness we briefly turn to the study of the continuous best-reply
dynamics, which are given by
* - * ( * < *

Pi),

(6.8)

* = 1, .. ,n.

Here Ki > 0 is the adjustment speed of producer i.
Proposition 6.2 The Bertrand-Nash equilibrium p* is globally stable under the continuous best-reply dynamics (6.8) if

d^dv)

d2n, (p)

dpi

dpidpj

, for all p, and all i.

(6.9)

Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov function

V{p)=msx{Ki\Ri{p)-pi\}.
Clearly, V (p) = 0 if and only if p is a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium and V (p) > 0 otherwise.
If we can show that ^ < 0 for all p / p*, we know that the continuous best-reply
dynamics are globally stable. Now let i be such that for all j we have

Ki\Ri(p)-Pi\>Kj\Ri(p)-pj\.
First assume R1 — Pi > 0. Then we have
' dR1 dp.,
dV
-r = Ki
dt

=

-Kf(Ri-pi)+K,

-Kf ( # - Pi) - E 1^KiKi
3¥«

(Rj - Pi) '

dR
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where we have used

If

H&i liai < 1 we obtain

£ QijKiKj (R> - Pj) < X l«wl # (ßi - Pi) < Ki (Ri - ptf '
where the first inequality follows from the assumption that Ki (Rl - pi) > \Kj (Rj - Pj)\
for all j . Now consider Rl — pt < 0. Then

Then if "£.# [gyj < 1 and using the fact that -K{ (R* - p{) > \K3 {Rj - Pj)\ for all j we
obtain

£ toKiKj {Ri - Pi) < - J2 l%'l Kl (Rl - PO < 'Ki (Ri - P«) •
Therefore ^ . , i \q^\ < 1 guarantees global stability of the (unique) Bertrand-Nash equilibrium. This condition is equivalent with (6.9). •
This condition is exactly the same as the one we found for the instantaneous bestreply dynamics. Notice that all conditions derived in this section are sufficient and not
necessary conditions. Hence these conditions might be too demanding.
It has been known for some time that the best-reply dynamics can also generate
periodic and chaotic patterns. The crucial reference here is Rand (1978), who shows that
periodic and chaotic behaviour can occur in the homogenous Cournot duopoly model.
Other papers showing this kind of behaviour are Dana and Montrucchio (1986), Bischi
and Gardini (1997) and Kopel (1997). As an example consider the situation with n = 2.
A crucial aspect of the reaction curves is that they are unimodal, that is, there exists a
critical value p\ of p2, such that for p2 < p\, an optimal reaction to an increase in p2 is
an increase in pi and for p2 > P2 an optimal reaction to an increase in p2 is a decrease
in p\. So, for small prices the products are complements and for high prices they are
substitutes. This situation might be conceivable when demand is formed in the following
way. Consumers are inclined to spend only a certain amount on the type of product
supplied by these firms. Furthermore, they prefer having both varieties of the product
over having a lot of one variety. Therefore, for low prices consumers want to spend money
on both varieties and commodities are complements, whereas for high prices individual
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consumers have to choose between the varieties and on an aggregate level the varieties are
substitutes. If the reaction curves are indeed unimodal, periodic and chaotic behaviour
might occur.5

6.2.2

Gradient systems

Another type of adjustment processes studied in the Cournot model are gradient processes,
see for example Arrow and Hurwicz (1960), Fürth (1986), Bischi and Naimzada (1995) and
Corchón and MasCollel (1997). These gradient processes assume that firms change their
price in the direction in which profit increases. That is, if marginal profit at the current
price is positive, the firm increases its price and if marginal profit is negative, the firm
decreases its price. In both cases the firm expects an increase in profits, however, since
other firms also change their prices, it is very well possible that profits in fact decrease.
In continuous time this process can be written as
-7- = Ki—-,
t = l,...,n,
(6.10)
at
opi
where, as before, Kt is the speed with which the i'th producer changes the price for its
product. First consider the steady states of this gradient dynamics. Any price vector
where the first order conditions for a maximum are satisfied for each producer is a steady
state of this dynamics. This implies that next to Bertrand-Nash equilibria and local Nash
equilibria we might also have steady states where some producer is at a local minimum of
his profit function. For any such a price vector we have the following result. The Jacobian
matrix is
1

TS

J=

K

dpi
d2-ïï2

idïtfpl

TS

d2TTn

\ •a"ôp„ôpi

1

IS

K

ÖpiSp2
d2Ki

^opi&pn

*-äpt
TS a 2 7T n
n

~dpl

I

If this matrix has diagonal dominance, that is, if for each row, the diagonal elements are
larger in absolute value than the sum of the absolute values of the off-diagonal elements,
and if these diagonal elements are negative, then J is negative definite. This implies that
the real parts of the eigenvalues are negative and hence the gradient process is locally
5

It is very easy to generate such behaviour. Assume zero costs and the following demand function for
commodity i : D' (j>i,pj) = U (pj) — \pi, j ^i. Then the reaction curve for firm i is given by pi = fi (pj).
Then for example, if we let fi (pj) = XiPj (1 — Pj), the best-reply dynamics is equivalent to the double
logistic map, which exhibits all kinds of complicated periodic and chaotic behaviour.
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stable. The condition for local stability for a (local) Bertrand-Nash equilibrium therefore
becomes

d V (P*)

&*i (p*)
dpidpj

dû

for all h

which is condition (6.5) from the previous section. For a steady state corresponding to a
local minimum of the profit function, the situation is somewhat more complex. We then
in general expect the system to be locally unstable.
Now consider global stability.
Proposition 6.3 The Bertrand-Nash equilibrium p* is globally stable under the gradient
system (6.10) if
d2^ (p)
dp2

d2m (p)

, for all i and all p.

dpidpj

(6.11)

Proof. Take the Lyapunov function

Hell

V (p)

=maxiKi

and let i be such that
d-Ki

Ki

dpi

>K,

diti

dp.

dpi

, for all j .

If K{%£ > 0 we have
dV
dt

«£

d2iTi dpj
dpidpj dt

d2TTi

.^ndlti

2

' dp,

3=1

dp
and if Ki ^

'"-">

3=1

dpidpj ' ' J dpj

d2m

+

dpidpj

Ki

dp-

< 0 we in a similar fashion find
dV
dt

<

2d-Kj
_^JUK2^U
_ v ^ ôV
K,
dpidpj
dp2 ldPi
'dPi'

j¥">

Hence a sufficient condition for global stability is (6.11). •
Notice that this is the same condition as was found for the best-reply dynamics.
As with the best-reply dynamics gradient systems can exhibit complicated behaviour.
In fact Corchón and MasCollel (1995) show that any set of functions can be generated
by the gradient system with demand functions that satisfy nice properties such as gross
substitutability, that is, for which, for example the centralized tâtonnement process is
globally stable.
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In this section we introduce an alternative adjustment process for the partial equilibrium
model with imperfect competition set out in the previous section. We assume firms do
not know the demand curves for the products they are manufacturing but they perceive
these demand curves to only depend upon their own price. This implies that they abstract
from any interdependence with prices set by other firms. Furthermore, they believe that
this relationship between price and demand is linear. Each firm estimates his demand
curve on the basis of local information about the demand curve obtained in the previous
period. This local information consists of two parts: a firm knows, given the price he
charged in the previous period how much he could have sold against that price, and he
knows the sensitivity of the demand curve with respect to price changes at that price
(that is the slope of the demand curve at that price), for example through some level
of experimentation or market research (compare Silvestre (1977)). This information is
enough to identify a linear demand curve. On the basis of this perceived linear demand
curve an optimal price is determined. In the next period this new price leads to new
information about the location and slope of the true demand curve and hence to a new
estimate of the perceived demand curve, leading to a new optimal price again. The main
question now is if this learning process converges to some sort of equilibrium price vector.
We assume marginal costs are linear, that is d (a;,) = CiXi. Firm i's perceived demand
curve is
di (pi) = at- biPi, with a i5 b{ > 0.

(6.12)

Given this perceived demand curve and the cost structure, firm i's (perceived) profit
maximizing price is

In each period firm i estimates the demand curve on the basis of information from the
last period. Firm i knows the price it charged in the last period and the amount it (could
have) sold, so it knows (pit, Dl (p ( )). Furthermore it knows the slope of the demand curve
in this point, D\ (p t ). The estimated perceived demand curve in period t then becomes

dit {Pi) = alt - htpi = (£>* fa) - D\ (p() pit) + D\ (pt) Pi.

(6.14)

The price for the next period then is
» « ^ ( P j ^

+i ^ i t a . +c j - i g g .

(6.15)
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It can be easily checked that any fixed point of (6.15) satisfies the first order conditions
for a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium.
We are interested in the stability of these Bertrand-Nash equilibria. We have the
following (recall that D)k (p) ^ g ! )
Proposition 6.4 A sufficient condition for the local stability of a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium p* = (pj,p%,... ,p*n) is
D' (P' )D\i ( P * ) - D](p )D) (P*)
< 2, for alii = 1,... , n.
(AUP *))2
(6.16)

Z?(P*)À(P*)
(Di(p*)Y

Proof. To determine local stability we have to look at the Jacobian matrix J. The
diagonal elements of the Jacobian are
dFt(p')
dp,

Jii

l£> i (p*)Dj i (p*)
2
(Dï(p*)f

The off-diagonal elements are
Jij —

dFj (p*)

1 Dl (p*) g j (p*) - D\ (p*) £>} (p»)

oft

(A(p*)r

Let A be an eigenvalue of J, then, as before we have |A| < || J||, so the largest eigenvalue
in absolute value is smaller than the norm of the Jacobian. If we now take as norm
Mil» = m a x i £ j = i \Aij\, then a sufficient condition for all eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix to lie in the unit circle is
n

Ji = ^2 l'A» I ^ ii £°T all i = 1,..-. ,-n,
3=1

and this is equal to condition (6.16). •

To get some intuition for condition (6.16) notice that the following two conditions are
sufficient (but not necessary) for condition (6.16)

£H(p')£l^(P*)|-

| A ° ( P * ) | > £ | W ) | and |A*(P*)|>
\

3=1

The first of these says that the matrix of substitution effects has a dominant diagonal,
the second condition says that the curvature of the demand functions has to be small, as
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compared to the slope. As a last remark notice that condition (6.16) also implies that p*
satisfies the second order conditions for a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium. That this is so can
be seen by rewriting the first and second order conditions for a maximum as
D1(p)Dji(p)

< 2

(DOP))2

-

•

We now turn to some examples. Subsection 6.3.1 studies some examples for which convergence takes place and subsection 6.3.2 studies an example for which the learning process
might exhibit nonconvergence and for which periodic and strange behaviour might occur.

6.3.1

Examples: convergence

Linear demand functions
Consider a linear system of demand functions of the following form
D(p) = a + /3p,

(6.17)

where a is a vector of intercepts and /3 is an n x n matrix, where ßü gives the sensitivity
of demand for commodity with respect to its own price and /3 y gives the sensitivity of
demand for commodity i with respect to the price of commodity j . Assume ßü < 0.
First consider the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium. The first order conditions for an equilibrium are

-WiiPi =<*i- ßüCi +

^ßijPj,

1,...

(6.18)

,71,

which in matrix r lotation becomes

( 20n
P21

^ ßm

ß12 •••
2p 2 2

' '•

ßra •••

ßm \ (PI)
ß2n
Pl
Wm)

\Pn)

( OLi - ßuCi

^
c

<*2 - /322 2

(6.19)

\ an - ßnnCn J

and therefore a nonnegative equilibrium price vector p* exists for all c — (ci,... , c„)' > 0
and all a > 0 if the matrix (ß + ßD)~l exists and is nonpositive, where ßD is a diagonal
matrix with ßü as its t'th diagonal element. In particular we have the following
Proposition 6.5 If ßü < 0 and ß{j > 0 for all i,j with i ^ j , then an equilibrium exists
for all a > 0 and allc>0 if

2|/y>çi/y,

1 = 1,

(6.20)
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Proof. This is a straightforward application of Theorem 4.C.3 from Takayama (1985).
•
We now assume that a unique equilibrium exists and is given by
p* = - ( / 9 + / 3 D ) - 1 ( a - / 3 D c ) .

(6.21)

The adjustment process (6.15) becomes
Pi,t+i =

x*-^

>

i = l,.., ,71.

(6.22)

Notice that (6.22) exactly corresponds to the best-reply dynamics for this case of linear
demand functions as can be seen from (6.18). Also, the linear specification (6.17) together
with the linear perceived demand curves implies that each firm knows the slope of the
demand curve (ßü for firm i) but does not know the intercept since it neglect cross-price
effects. The following stability property can easily be checked by looking at (6.22).
Corollary 6.1 If a unique equilibrium p* > 0 exists and if the /3S • 's satisfy
(6.20) the dynamical system is globally stable.

condition

Proof. Condition (6.20) follows directly from condition (6.16). Since the dynamical
system is linear, local stability implies global stability. •
Notice that condition (6.20) is weaker than diagonal dominance.
Loglinear d e m a n d functions and linear cost functions
As another special case consider the situation where firms face demand functions of the
following form
n

D* (p) = OiJJpf«,

(6.23)

3=1

where ß ü < - 1 for all i ensures the existence of a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium, which is
Pi =

/rf-[ C i '

*= 1

T».

(6.24)

This equilibrium does not depend on other parameters than ß ü and c*. Now consider the
adjustment process (6.15). This can be written as

* « = \ <*" + «)2- L*Pb^B..
tón-=1^

2=

v

Ul - Î-) » + U/V" 2

(6-25)
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Notice that the dynamics of price of commodity i is independent of the dynamics of the
other prices. The stability condition is ßü < - 1 which is always satisfied. Therefore
the system with loglinear demand curves and constant marginal costs is always globally
stable. This is an example of convergence without specific knowledge of the demand curve.

6.3.2

Example: nonconvergence

Above we have derived conditions under which the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium is locally
stable with respect to the short memory learning procedure. In this section we study a
specific example of the learning process in which other phenomena than convergence may
occur. We assume n = 2 and d = 0 for i = 1,2. Demand functions are given by
D1(pi,p2)
2

D {puP2)

= max{ai+ftlPJ"+/312p^,0},
=

(6.26)

max{a2+ß21p^+ß22p^,0},

where we assume ßu,ß22
< 0 and jn,j22
> 0. If ß12-y12 > 0 and ß21-y21 > 0 the two
commodities are substitutes and if /?12712 < 0 and /321721 < 0 the two commodities are
complements. The optimization problem for agent 1 is
maxpxD1 (pi,p2) = maxpj ( Ql + ßnpjn
pi

pi

+ ßnp}12),

which gives first order condition
O i + A i ( 7 i i + l)ri , 1 1 +/?i 2 PÎ i a =0.
The second order condition is ßu^n (-yn + 1) p]11'1 < 0, which by assumption is satisfied.
Similar first and second order conditions can be derived for firm 2. To simplify the analysis
we want (p*,p2) = (1,1) to be a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium. It can be easily checked that
this is indeed an equilibrium if
ai = Sx = -ßn

( 7 l l + 1) - ß12 and

Q2

= a2 = -ß22 (722 + 1) - ß21.

Notice that the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium does not have to be unique. The dynamics of
the learning process (6.15) becomes

PU+l

If,

1\

loi +

Tu/

Wi
P2t+1

tó"

r—
= U 1 - ^ Vu
* '—- 22 . « A-*'
n
-

-

M,
1

2V

7n/Wt

la2 + ß2lPlr

\Plt -

722/

T—T-

27 «

p^

(6 27)

-
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In order to determine the local stability of (p*,p*) = (1>1) w e n a v e t o determine the
Jacobian evaluated in the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium, which turns out to be
T

=

[

I _ I-v
2
2 '11
1721021
"2 722/522

1712012
27ii0ii
1_ 1
2
2^22

The eigenvalues of this Jacobian matrix are

A H ( < 2 - « - W < 7 " - 7 J ! +4 Ä ä )

(628)

Therefore a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for these eigenvalues to be complex
is (712/Ö12) x (721/^21) < Oi that is, one of the commodities is a substitute to the other
commodity, while the latter is a complement to the former. This seems to be an unrealistic
case. However, since we know that any set of continuous functions can be the aggregate
excess demand functions it is possible that it occurs. For the sake of completeness, the
next result states what might happen then. Notice, however, that these phenomena are
not so peculiar in examples with three or more different firms and commodities.
Proposition 6.6 Assume j u = 7 22 = 7 > 0, ßn = /322 = —1, Pu = ßzi = ß > 0,
and 7 12 = —721 = S. If 7 > 3 the symmetric equilibrium (p*,p2) = (1> 1) *s unstable for
all values of ß and 6. If J € [0,3] then the equilibrium (p\,P2) is stable (unstable) for
ê < (>) 6*, where

5* = ^ 3 + 2 7 - 7 2 At this value for S a Hopf bifurcation occurs and an invariant circle emerges.
Proof. The eigenvalues are equal to

Therefore if 7 > 3, both eigenvalues lie outside the unit circle. If 7 < 3 then the absolute
value of both eigenvalues is equal to their product and hence

***-iu-rf-i(«)'.'
This product is equal to 1 when 6 = 6* and therefore at 6* the eigenvalues cross the unit
circle. •
At 6 = 6" an invariant circle emerges. For higher values of 6 even more complicated
attractors exist. Figure 6.1 gives examples of these attractors, for ß = 1 and 7 = 2 | . A
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Figure 6.1: Attractors of the short memory learning model with ßn = ß22 = - 1 , ß12 =
An = li 7ii = 722 = 2 | , ai = a2 = 3§ and 7 12 = - 7 2 1 = 6, where we have: a) 6 = 3, b)
6 = 4, c) 5 = 4i and d) 5 = 5.
Hopf bifurcation occurs at 6* = j± v 7 ^ « 2.66. For values of S > 6* an attracting invariant
cycle exists. This invariant cycle is shown for 5 = 3. More complicated attractors are
shown for 6 = 4, 6 = 4± and for 0 = 5.
Now focus on the case where both commodities are substitutes or both are complements.
Proposition 6.7 Assume

7ll

=

7z2

=

7

> 0, ßu = ß22 = - 1 , /?12 = ß21 = ß,

and

7i2 = 721 = <5- Then the eigenvalues are real and we have the following
1. If 7 > 3 the equilibrium {p\,p*2) = (1,1) is unstable for all values of 6 and ß,
2. if 1 < 7 < 3, tfie equilibrium {p\,p*2) = (1,1) is siaète (unstable) for \6\ < (>) |<5*|,
w/ïere
7

1**1 = ^ ( 3 - 7 ) .
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At this value of 6 a period doubling bifurcation occurs and a period two orbit emerges.
3. If 0 < 7 < 1, the equilibrium (pi,pi) = (1,1) is stable (unstable) for \6\ < (>) \6°\,
where

m=^(i+7).
Proof. The eigenvalues are

Notice that for 7 > 3, there is always at least one eigenvalue smaller than —1 implying
that the equilibrium is unstable. Without loss of generality assume 6 > 0. Then the largest
eigenvalue corresponds to the positive root. We have to determine when this eigenvalue
is smaller than 1. This gives

^(l-7
+ f ) < l ^ < * ° = |(l + 7)
2
The smallest eigenvalue corresponds to the negative root. We have to determine when it
is bigger than — 1. This gives

J ( l - 7 - ^ ) > - l ^ < < 5 * = ^(3-7)
Clearly 6° < (>) 6* if 7 < (>) 1. Therefore if 7 > 1, the equilibrium loses stability through
a period doubling bifurcation at 6 = S* and if 7 < 1 the equilibrium loses stability either
through a transcritical or through pitchfork bifurcation at 6 = 5°. Whether a transcritical
or a pitchfork bifurcation occurs depends upon the parameters of the model. •
Notice that 7 < 1, implies that the demand for commodity i is strictly concave in p,
and 7 > 1 implies that demand for commodity i is strictly convex in pt.
Now consider the case 1 < 7 < 3. There is an important difference between the dynamics of the case with substitutes and the case with complements. If the commodities are
substitutes, this leads to an attractor which lies off the diagonal y = x, but is symmetric
with respect to this diagonal. This in general means that the following occurs: when one
price is low, the other is high and vice versa. If the commodities are complements, the
attractor lies along the y = x axis and prices move together: both are low or both are
high.
As example we take the following parameter setting: ß = 1, 7 = 2 | and 6 > 0.
Figure 6.2 shows some attractors for this case. A period doubling bifurcation occurs at
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Figure 6.2: Attractors of the short memory learning model with ßn = ß22 = — 1, ßu —
P2i = !> 7ii = 722 = 2f. Qi = Q2 = 3f and 7 12 = 7 21 = 8, where we have: a) 6 = 1, b)
«5 = 2\, c) 5 = 2.70 and d) 6 = 2.78.
(5* = -ji = 0.6875. The resulting period two orbit undergoes a Hopf bifurcation, leading
into a invariant set consisting of two closed curves. This invariant set then evolves into
a strange attractor as shown in Figure 6.2. As another example, take the case where the
commodities are complements: ß = 1, 7 = 2 | and S < 0. A period doubling bifurcation
occurs again at 6* = -jg. This bifurcation is followed by a sequence a period doubling
bifurcations on the y = x axis, resulting in a one dimensional strange attractor as shown
in Figure 6.3.
We have throughout concentrated on the symmetric equilibrium, however it is clear
from the last result that multiple equilibria may exist. The following result states when
multiple symmetric equilibria exist in the symmetric version of the model.
Proposition 6.8 Assume 7 n = 7 22 = 7 > 0, ßu = /322 = — 1, ß12 = ß2i — ß> and
7i2 = 721 = <5 > 0> with S / 7- Consider A = (7 + 1 - ß) (6 - 7). If A > 0 a sufficient
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Figure 6.3: Attractors of the short memory learning model with ßn = ß22 = —1, ßw =
An = 1) 7ii = 722 = 2f, ot\ = a 2 = 3 | and 7 12 = 7 21 = 5, where we have: a) 6 = —1, b)
«5 = - 2 , c) S = -2± and d) 6 = - 5 .
conditions for the existence of multiple symmetric equilibria is 6ß ^ 7 (7 + 1). ƒƒ yl < 0
and 6 < j a sufficient condition is Sß < 7 (7 + 1), i/ yl < 0 and 6 > 7 a sufficient
condition is 6ß > 7 (7 + 1).
Proof. A symmetric equilibrium (p, p) has to satisfy
F (p) = 7 + 1 - /8 - (7 + l)p 7 + ßp6 = 0.
If 7 + 1 — ß and (5 — 7 have the same signs, then so do limp_,o F (p) a n d linip^oo F (p),
implying that the number of equilibria is generically even. By construction (1,1) is an
equilibrium, so if F' (1) = 6ß — 7 (7 + 1) ^ 0, there is at least one other equilibrium (p,p).
Now consider the case where 7 + 1 — ß and 6 — 7 have opposite signs. First consider
7 + 1 - ß > 0 and 6 < 7. Then limp_o F (p) > 0 and lim^oo F (p) = -00. A sufficient
condition for the existence of at least three equilibria, then is F' (1) > 0. Next consider
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the case where 7 + 1 - ß < 0 and 6 > 7. Then limp_0 F (p) < 0 and linip^oc F (p) = 00.
A sufficient condition for the existence of at least three equilibria now is F' (1) < 0. •
What is the economic interpretation of the nonconvergence results established above?
Clearly, when the system converges to a periodic orbit with a given period k, then agents
can predict demand in each period much better by looking at past data. Therefore, it
might then not be too sensible to follow the procedure discussed here. However, if the
time series of prices show no clear pattern then these fluctuations might be attributed
to stochastic demand shocks, and this may leave no reason for a single firm to doubt his
specification of the demand structure.

6.4

A long memory learning procedure

We have discussed three adjustment models for our heterogeneous Bertrand oligopoly, the
best-reply dynamics, gradient systems and the short memory learning procedure discussed
in Section 6.3. All these adjustment processes only use the most recent information (with
different degrees of sophistication) about competitors actions or price-quantity combinations. We have seen that this may lead to nonconvergent behaviour such as cycles and
even chaotic fluctuations. Clearly, when agents observe that they are in a cycle they
can use this knowledge to improve their predictions. These new predictions will again
have its ramifications on the behaviour of the system which may lead to, for example, a
cycle with a different period altogether. An alternative approach would be to consider a
learning procedure where firms use information on the total history of price-quantity pairs
available to make inferences on their perceived demand structures. In this section we will
review the model that was studied by Kirman in a series of papers (Kirman (1975, 1983,
1995) and Brousseau and Kirman (1992, 1993)). An interpretation and generalisation of
this learning process in terms of Bayesian learning can be found in Schinkel, Tuinstra and
Vermeulen (1999), but it would take us too far to discuss that paper in detail here. In the
model by Kirman a symmetric price-setting duopoly model with linear objective demand
curves is considered where the two firms estimate a misspecified model by running a least
squares regression on past quantities and own prices. Simulation results suggest that this
learning procedure converges to the set of conjectural equilibria, to be defined later, but
a theoretical result establishing this convergence has not been provided yet.
Before we turn to the Kirman model we first mention a related line of research by
Gates, Rickard and Wilson (1977, 1978). They consider a Cournot oligopoly model where
firms use a weighted least squares procedure to estimate a linear relationship between
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output and average profit (that is profit per unit output). Output is then adjusted in
the direction of the output that maximizes the estimated profit function. As in the
Kirman model Gates, Rickard and Wilson (1977) use simulations to show that there is
convergence. For the case of a duopoly they explicitly calculate the set of limit points.
Gates, Rickard and Wilson (1978) consider a special case of this model, where only the
first and last observation are used. They are able to prove that in this case, if average
profit functions are linear in output, the process converges.
Kirman (1975, 1983) considers the following symmetric duopoly model with heterogenous commodities
Dl(pi,p2)
2

D (pi,P2)

= a-/?pi+7P2,
= a-ßp2

(6.29)

+ jpi-

We assume zero costs, implying that firms want to maximize total revenue. The Bertrand
Nash equilibrium is p* = p\ = -^- and the cartel solution, where agents maximize their
joint profit, is p\ = p\ = 2, ƒ •. (provided of course, that these prices are positive). Firm
i believes that demand only depends upon its own price and therefore
diipi)

= ai-bipi+elt

d2(p2)

= a2-b2p2

(6.30)

+ e2 ,

respectively, where they believe £j ~ N (0, of) makes up appropriately for the empirical
deviations of quantity signals from expected sales.
The parameters a\, 61, a2, and b2 are estimated in each period t as au, bu, a2t and b2t
respectively, by applying an ordinary least square regression on all past observations of
(self-made) prices and associated demand signals. Kirman (1975) shows that if producers
know the slope ß of the individual demand curve and only have to estimate the intercept
of the demand curve prices will converge to the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium. Formally this
version of the model is equivalent with fictitious play, where each producer has a correctly
specified model but has to make some inference about the price of its competitor and does
this on the basis of the average of this price.
We follow Kirman (1983) in assuming that the slope of the demand function is also
unknown. We then define a conjectural equilibrium as a vector of belief parameters
(Si,61,02,62) an< i a pair of prices (pi,p2) such that firms' expectations with respect to
supply possibilities are satisfied. This occurs when objective demand equals (expected)
perceived demand, that is
D1 (Pi,p2)
2

= a- ßpi+ 7P2 = ai - bipi = dx (pi)

D (pi, Pi) = a - ßp2 + 7pi = 0 2 - b2p2 = d2 (p2)
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where the prices have to be such that firms believe that they maximize profits, hence
Si
,~
a
Pi = -^r and p2 = ^ 2^ .
20!

262

The set of conjectural equilibria is very large, in fact it can easily be seen that any
pair of prices {p\,p2) for which demand is positive can be a conjectural equilibrium, just
by taking
a - ßp1 + 7P2
fei =

,
,

a-ßpi+

7P2

o2 =

P\

,

„,
,
„,
ai = 2oiPi and a2 = 2b2p2-

P\

The least squares regression referred to above gives the following estimates
and ait = du + bapit,
E L iLit=i
[dik -\Pik
du]-\Pik
Pui - Pa]
where dit = \ J2k=i dik and pit = j J2k=i Pik a r e average demand signals and average
prices at time t respectively. It is well known that the ordinary least squares regression
can also be written recursively (see also the recursive least squares learning models in
Chapter 4). Define
%t =

"

and Xu = ( 1 -pa J ,

then the estimate at time t using ordinary least squares becomes
du = (X'itXit)

X'itDit

where

Xit=

' 1 -Pn \
( da
:
I
and Dit =
i
\ 1 -Pit J

\ dit

Now define Ru = \X'itXit. We then obtain
•ßt*

=

fXifXit

= — ( ^ | ( - i ^ j , t - i + xitXit)

. _ ,-^t,t-l-^'t,t-l + J ( ^tt 1 « ~~ , _ -. Xi,t-\Xi,t-l
Ri,t-\ + - (a^za - Ri,t-i)

j
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The estimate 6it can be written recursively since
Sa =

(XitXit)

=

XitDit

(X'tXuV1 [X'^X^^t-i

= {X'aXit)-

1

+ x'udit]

[(X'xXu - x'itxit) 9u-i + x'adit]

= 0 M _! + {X'itXityl

x'it (dit - Xitdifi-i) •

The whole system therefore becomes
Rit = Ri,t-i + \\x'itxit
Ou = Oi,t-i +

- Ri,t-i)

(6-31)

-Rülx'it{dit-Xit6ij-i)

Starting with the right initial condition 6i0 and Ri0 this gives the exact same estimates
as the non-recursive least squares procedure.
Before agents can estimate a curve, at least two price-demand combinations have to
be known, therefore the process needs some initial conditions. If these initial conditions
are the same for both firms, that is, pu = P2t for t = 1,2, then the price quantity pairs of
the first two periods lie on the demand curve
d = a - (ß - 7)p
and therefore prices will be equal to the cartel solution pc = a/ (2ß - 2-y) from the
third period on. Kirman (1983) furthermore shows that if a conjectural equilibrium
(21,61,02,^2) satisfies the following inequalities
7 2 > ( / 3 - b i ) (/3-62) > o ,

there exist initial conditions for the first three periods, such that the learning procedure
will jump to this conjectural equilibrium in the fourth period, and stay there. He calls
these equilibria sustainable equilibria since they are possible limit points of the learning algorithm. Of course we are mainly interested in what happens for arbitrary initial
conditions instead of what happens for specific ones. Simulations suggest that the least
squares learning procedure always converges to a conjectural equilibrium. We have also
performed some simulations for some nonlinear objective demand functions and then the
least squares learning procedure converges as well, so the result seems to hold for a wide
variety of specifications. Notice that for these models the learning process hardly restricts
the set of possible equilibria.
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In the literature there are two types of convergence results for these kinds of recursive
least squares algorithms, which we will briefly discuss in the following.
First focus on the recursive formulation (6.31) of the ordinary least squares algorithm.
Convergence of these types of algorithms can be shown by using a technique developed
by Ljung (see Ljung (1977) and Ljung and Söderström (1983)). For applications of this
technique in economics we refer to Marcet and Sargent (1989), Sargent (1993), Woodford
(1990) and Evans and Honkahpohja (1997). The idea is to construct a (deterministic and
autonomous) associated differential equation, which is related to the original (stochastic
and nonautonomous) recursive algorithm. Under some regularity conditions stability of
the equilibria of this associated difference equation implies convergence (almost surely) of
the recursive algorithm itself.
Brousseau and Kirman (1992) apply this procedure to the symmetric duopoly model
set out above. They find that none of the conjectural equilibria are locally stable. This
is due to the fact that there is a continuum of equilibria which implies that a slight
perturbation in initial conditions leads the learning procedure to converge to a different
equilibrium, convergence will be to a different equilibrium. Therefore there seems to be
global convergence on the set of equilibria, but none of these equilibria is locally stable.
Kirman (1995) holds that this is a case of 'apparent' convergence in the sense that the
estimates keep on changing only at a rate that slows down until these adjustments are
not observable anymore. This could be due to the fact that new information is weighed
less and less as time goes by (as can be seen from the term \/t in (6.31)). Time averages
need not converge. We saw that this could also happen with some of the recursive least
squares learning models in Chapter 4.6 The least squares algorithm set out above is a socalled decreasing gain algorithm: the gain from a new observation is decreasing since all
observations get the same weight. An alternative would be to consider so-called constant
gain algorithms.7 These algorithms have the property that the gain of new observations
remains constant because these observations are weighed more heavily than older ones.
For (6.31) this just means replacing l/t by a constant. We have performed simulations
in the Kirman model with this constant gain algorithm and all these simulations have
lead to convergence to a conjectural equilibrium, as was the case with the decreasing gain
algorithm. This suggests that, in contrast to Kirman's conjecture, true convergence may
occur, even in the case of the decreasing gain algorithm.
Another route to establish convergence is to consider Bayesian learning. In the last
"Other examples of this phenomenon can be found in Shapley (1964) and Gaunersdorfer and Hofbauer
(1995).
7
For an interesting example of an application of a constant gain algorithm see Sargent (1998).
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couple of decades there has been an increasing number of applications of Bayesian learning
to economic models. Blume and Easley (1982, 1984), Bray and Savin (1986) and Bray and
Kreps (1987) have, in different contexts, investigated whether Bayesian learning leads to
a rational expectations equilibrium or not. Easley and Kiefer (1988), Kiefer and Nyarko
(1989), Nyarko (1991) and others have addressed the issue of "active learning". They
study a monopolist who does not know the demand curve he faces and who wants to
maximize a discounted stream of profits. Actively learning firms are aware of the fact
that there is a trade-off between learning and short-run profit maximization. For them
it might be optimal to forfeit current profits to experiment with prices in order to gain
information about the location of the demand curve, which may lead to higher future
profits. Jordan (1991), Kalai and Lehrer (1993, 1995) and Nyarko (1994) have focussed
on the conditions under which Bayesian learning leads to a Nash equilibrium in normal
form games.
Models of Bayesian learning assume that agents have some prior distribution over
the parameters they want to estimate. Let us denote this prior distribution for firm i by
fj,i0 {ai,ß{). Given this prior distribution firms choose a price that optimizes their expected
profit. This leads to new information about the quantity that can be sold at that price.
The beliefs of the firms are then updated according to Bayes' rule. These new beliefs
ßn (Q,,/3J) for firm i lead to a new price again, and this process repeats over and over.
If beliefs fiit (a*, ß{) converge then so do prices and quantities. Most of the literature on
Bayesian' learning deals with well specified models, in which the prior distribution over the
different models gives positive weight to the true model. We are interested in mis-specified
models, where the true model cannot be learned by the agents. It is possible, however, that
their beliefs converge and that, in the end, the firms receive no information that makes
them want to change their distribution over different models. To prove that Bayesian'
learning converges one proceeds in the following way. First, it is shown that the belief fiit
is a uniformly bounded martingale, that is, the expectation of agent i of the belief ^ t+1 at
time t equals fiit. Then, by the martingale convergence theorem, beliefs ßit converge almost
surely, that is beliefs converge for almost all time paths of prices and quantities that are
possible according to the prior distribution /xi0. In other words, for all sets of realizations
of the trajectories of prices and quantities that have been given positive probability at
time 0 in the minds of the firms, the Bayesian' learning model converges to some limit
belief. This could be called subjective convergence of beliefs. Then the final step to
relate this subjective convergence to objective convergence is to assume that the objective
probability measure of all possible objective sample paths is absolutely continuous with
respect to the subjective probability of all sample paths, that is, each set of sample paths
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that has positive probability objectively has positive probability subjectively. Absolute
continuity implies that no actual development is possible that was not a priori foreseen
as a possibility by the firm concerned. This seems to be a natural condition necessary for
beliefs to settle down, as one can hardly expect beliefs to converge if all the time new and
unforeseen events stir up ones learning.
The Kirman model can be interpreted as a model of Bayesian learning. Suppose both
sellers have a normal prior /j,i0 (ßi), that is, agent i beliefs that 9, is distributed according
to N (0,0, Eio) ' w n e r e #io = (flio, ho)' is a 2 x 1 vector, and T,i0 a 2 x 2 finite and nonsingular
variance-covariance matrix. Furthermore, sellers believe Ö* is uncorrelated with the error
term for all t. In this situation Bayesian learning can be shown to be equivalent with
weighted least squares. Therefore convergence of Bayesian learning implies convergence
of least-squares learning in the Kirman model. For more details on Bayesian learning in
mis-specified models see Schinkel, Tuinstra and Vermeulen (1999).

6.5

Concluding remarks

We have been addressing one of the unresolved problems of economic theory, the problem
of adjustment toward equilibrium. Clearly if this problem cannot be dealt with satisfactorily, the focus of the economics profession on the study of equilibria might be unwarranted.
Traditional adjustment processes such as the tâtonnement process are unsatisfactory for
two reasons. Firstly, they are unrealistic and secondly, the conditions under which convergence to an equilibrium indeed occurs are too special. It can be argued that a more
realistic adjustment process would incorporate agents that set prices themselves. In this
chapter we have investigated some simple adjustment processes in equilibrium models
with price setting agents. These adjustment processes share the feature that firms do not
take the behaviour of other firms into account when determining their optimal strategy.
All firms act as if they are monopolists. Furthermore they have incomplete knowledge of
the demand curve they face. Therefore, the models of the economy these firms have are
misspecified. In Chapter 4 it was already argued that this seems to be most sensible way
to approach learning. The adjustment processes differ in the way in which inferences are
made about this demand curve. One process uses recent information about the amount
that could be sold against yesterday's price and the sensitivity of demand at yesterday's
price (for example obtained by small price experiments) to estimate a linear demand curve,
the other process uses all previous experiences on quantity-price combinations in order to
estimate a linear demand curve using standard regression techniques. The first adjustment process appears to be stable for situations where the cross price effects are relatively
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small. This seems to be in accordance with the assumption that firms act monopolistically. The second adjustment process grants convergence to a conjectural equilibrium in
most situations. Thus far, these adjustment models have only been studied in a partial
equilibrium context. These models should also be applied to general equilibrium models
of monopolistic competition.
The analysis could be extended in a number of other directions. As mentioned before
any realistic adjustment process should allow for the possibility of trade at disequilibrium
prices. Furthermore, we have focused on myopic optimizers. Even though they sometimes
use a lot of information to estimate their profit opportunities, firms are only interested
in short term profit maximization. Ideally firms would try to maximize some discounted
stream of profits, but this complicates the problem considerably. Every firm then has to
solve an optimal control problem which takes account of the trade off between the benefits
of experimenting with prices in order to gain information on the demand curve and the
resulting loss in short run profits. Clearly, much work remains to be done on the subject
of price adjustment processes.
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